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Abstract
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E-Assist II is a design and evaluation platform to help
researchers and clinicians create new soft keyboards
and to evaluate new or existing soft ones. The platform
proposes an SDK and a simple XML language to
develop complex soft keyboards. It also provides a set
of tools to perform theoretical and experimental
evaluations.
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Soft keyboards were initially designed to help upperlimb motor impaired users to interact with computers.
However, a new generation of touch screen mobile
devices generalized and popularized their use. Research
in the field of soft keyboards has been very active
during the past years and has generated a high number
of new alternatives to the traditional mini-QWERTY soft
keyboard.

Some years ago, soft keyboards were designed as
simple key layouts that imitated physical keyboards.
The use of touch screens enabled new interaction
techniques based on gestures or continuous strokes
(e.g., MessagEase [5] and ShapeWriter [13]). At the
same time, soft keyboards have become complex
interactive systems. For example, the keyboard layout
can be dynamically modified according to the input
context [3].
More commonly, keyboards with
completion lists provide additional keys that display the
most probable word entries based on the previous input
characters.
Although soft keyboards are used by HCI researchers,
they are also used by ergonomists, clinicians studying
motor or mental impairment, and psychologists
studying with reading and learning disabilities. Like HCI
researchers, clinicians want to evaluate soft keyboards
and their usages. However, their special requirements
are rarely considered when designing new soft
keyboards. Thus, they could also benefit from tools to
design and implement new soft keyboards.
Despite differences in soft keyboard designs, they all
share several common features and functions. Our
primary purpose was to identify the common elements
between every keyboard, to implement them as a
software library, and to propose a simplified XML-based
language and interface. In particular, this language
must allow users to design complex soft keyboards
without programming skills. Our secondary aim was to
build a complete design and evaluation environment for
PC, mobile phone, and internet use.

We introduce a rapid state-of-the-art tool for the design
and evaluation of soft keyboards. We then present the
main features of our design and evaluation platform:
E-Assist II.

Related work
In the literature, instrumentation of keyboard design,
experimental evaluation, and theoretical evaluation are
all tackled independently.
Instrumentation of theoretical evaluation, such as
TnToolkit [1] or the use of finite automata [8], targets
a short subset of specific keyboards. Keyboard design
utilities, such as SoKeyTo [10], tackle the geometric
aspects of the keyboard, but they do not manage
interaction design or dynamic aspects.
Several
works
tackle
the
instrumentation
of
experimentation. In addition to E-Assiste [7] (the basis
of the present work), tools exist to organize
experimentation, collect the results, and perform
statistical analysis of the result [3], [12]. However,
these platforms do not enable experiment management
via the internet.

E-Assist II
The aim of the platform E-Assist II was to create an
environment for the design of keyboards and their
evaluation using theoretical (i.e., predictive models) or
experimental methods. It was implemented in Java
with the library IntNovate (www.intnovate.org) to work
on different platforms, including mobile devices and
web browsers.

Keyspec: a language for keyboard design
The platform is based on a keyboard specification
language: keyspec. We extract a generic model for
keyboard behavior from the study of existing keyboards
(cf. Fig. 1). Every element of the model has been
implemented as a high configurable component. An
XML language enables users to instantiate, configure,
and aggregate the components.
The language proposes several predefined interaction
techniques. New interactions can be implemented by
combining existing interactions.
Dynamic changes of the keyboard are managed by the
specification of mathematical constraints relative to
prediction system results, pointer device position, last
key pressed position, key geometry, and user variables.
To manage complex dynamic changes that cannot be
specified by constraints (such as spreadkey [3]), the
language enables overwriting component feature by
integrating Java code.

Figure 1: Keyboard model

Theoretical evaluation
The theoretical evaluations are based on motor and
cognitive models such as Fitts’ law, Hick Hyman law,
etc. They consist of measuring the time to search for
and target a desired key. The evaluations depend on
language-specific
character
frequency
and
cooccurrence.
To perform these theoretical evaluations, keyspec
provides a tag to specify mathematical relationships
(models) to calculate the time to look for and input a
character. By default, we use the upper/lower bounds
model [9]. Thus, the model may be adapted for
different interaction techniques. Moreover, different
models can be used to represent access to different
characters (e.g., if a key represents more than one
character).

Although some keyboards such as Dasher [11] or
Virhkey [1] cannot be handled by our language, this
first iteration of our model and language enabled us to
handle the large majority of keyboards found in the
literature. Examples at: www.intnovate.org/keyboards.

A simulation tool performs evaluations as a function of
the model specified. The simulation tool can calculate
the input time with three measurement strategies: the
time to input every digraph weighted by the frequency
of the digraph in a language; the time to input a text;
the time to input a dictionary weighted by the
frequency of the word in a language. The last two
strategies evaluate dynamic keyboard and/or prediction
system efficiency.

Keyboards described with keyspec are implemented as
Java applications and may be integrated into
E-Assist II, accessibility tools for desktop computers
and mobile phones, or into a Java swing panel (JPanel).

Experimental evaluations
E-Assist II provides an environment to organize,
perform, and analyze experimentation of soft
keyboards.

Experimentation protocols are described in XML. This
allows users to easily manage different groups of
participants, each with specific characteristics (such as
age range or impairment). It also facilitates
organization of instructions to participants, experiment
tasks,
and
delays
between
exercises.
The
experimentation may be multi-session.

Figure 2: Exercise analysis

The analysis tools enable users to visualize the main
statistical results (time and error averages, standard
deviations, and variances) and generate data for other
statistic software (e.g., Statistica). In addition, it
enables users to thoroughly analyze what occurred
during every exercise (cf. Figure 2).
Mobile & Inline version
TinyEAssist, a light version of E-Assist II, allows
experimentation with mobile devices (cf. Figure 3).
Also, the experimentation may be done over the
internet to facilitate studies involving many sessions,
many
users,
or
motor
impaired
users.
See
www.intnovate.org/expes.

Conclusion and future work
E-Assist II is a powerful platform to design and
evaluate keyboards. However, its efficient use still
requires some developer skills because the keyboards
and the experimentation protocol are generated in an
XML language. We are currently developing a user
interface for practitioners with no programming skills.
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